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After more than two decades of infighting, foot-dragging, false starts, and
recrimination, Dallas finally has a serious plan for a park between the Trinity
levees.
http://www.dallasnews.com/lifestyles/arts/headlines/20160520-lamster-a-generous-new-trinity-vision-but-will-we-ever-build-it.ece
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The fantasies of the past, hot-air dreams of lime green lawns and placid
decorative lakes, have been set aside. There are no ill-conceived white-water
rapids, no hokey renderings of jugglers trotted out to sell a half-baked plan.
What is promised instead is a two-part scheme that brings a stepped riverine
ecology to the Trinity flood plain, and places a series of overlook parks on the
tops and sides of the levee walls.
The design is the work of the New York-based landscape architecture firm
Michael Van Valkenburgh Associates, which has extensive experience in the
design of major urban parks, including Hudson River Park and Brooklyn
Bridge Park, in New York. In Dallas, the firm’s work includes the native Texas
landscape at the George W. Bush Presidential Center.
“One of the things that we realized was that Dallas is rather isolated from the
Trinity,” says Van Valkenburgh. “There are neighborhoods all around it, but
there’s not that sense of connection.”
To foster those links, the overlook parks step down from the levees and arrow
into adjacent communities. As presented, there are four on the downtown
side and three on the western side.
The landscape between the levees would be robust enough to withstand
inundation; indeed, it would be a dynamic space that would change in
character with shifting water levels, offering a variety of perspectives.
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“The sense of containment when you’re inside the levees, it’s otherworldly,”
says Van Valkenburgh. “It feels dreamy.”
The overlook parks, with civic amenities like playgrounds and performance
spaces, would be situated above flood level. Realignment of adjacent roads, in
particular Beckley Avenue, expands the space for parks and economic
development.
The cost of the roughly 285-acre new park is estimated at $250 million,
according to John Alschuler, a consultant to the project with expertise in the
implementation of urban infrastructural works. Houston’s recently
completed 160-acre Buffalo Bayou Park, by comparison, cost $58 million.
“Great cities have melting pots in their hearts, and these are parks,” says
Alschuler. “They set off great waves of economic expansion.”
The scheme, which is still in a conceptual phase, was initiated by Mayor Mike
Rawlings last September in response to public feedback to the so-called
Dream Team’s proposals for the Trinity toll road. It was commissioned by the
Trinity Trust, with $1 million in funding from philanthropists Deedie and
Rusty Rose.
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If realized, it would stand as an urban landscape of unrivaled scale, a lush
green sash that would reorient the essential polarity of the city, pointing it
decisively inward toward the core.
The breakout success of Klyde Warren Park should stand as an example of just
how desperate the city is for a unifying public space of recreation,
entertainment and civic celebration. A reinvented Trinity would be
exponentially more consequential in the suturing of a divided city.
At the heart of the plan is the Trinity itself, liberated from its essentially
straight channel and given a more natural, serpentine course, with stepped
banks and a swirling topography of berms planted with vegetation chosen for
its robustness and adaptation to the local ecology. A parallel linear body of
water would be fed by the outfalls of Turtle Creek.
“We are trying to make a place that when you have left you feel you were just
connected to the lost nature of the Trinity River, all interwoven with a wide
range of more normal park activities and all choreographed with level
changes and meandering paths and with overlook paths above,” says Van
Valkenburgh. “Dallas deserves that.”
Hydrological concepts were reviewed for feasibility by a consultant,
LimnoTech, of Ann Arbor, Mich., but have not been approved by the U.S.
Army Corps of Engineers or environmental authorities. It requires no land
acquisition from private sources.
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The plan is by no means perfect, its chief flaw being the presence of the
proposed toll road, which is well-disguised in promotional images and plans,
but upon close inspection runs straight with barely a meander and stands as a
considerable barrier between downtown and the bulk of the park between the
levees.
The designers argue that the overlook parks on top of the levees mitigate this
problem by offering accessible park space on the downtown side of the road.
But access from some of the overlooks is hardly adequate. In the most
egregious instance, the path from one of the overlook parks across the road
would entail a walk on a curving overpass hundreds of feet in length — a
pedestrian version of the High Five.
“Can you build a great park that is compatible with the road? Absolutely,”
says Alschuler. But that is a questionable assertion, and even if you can, this
certainly isn’t it.
Van Valkenburgh himself acknowledges this essential problem.
“We’ve gone a long way to making a good relationship between the toll road
and the park,” he says. “In a perfect world, would there be a toll road there?
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No. Would there be noise in a city? No. ... We’re pretty excited about the park
with a highway there or not.”
But Dallasites might rightly wonder why they can’t have their cake and eat it,
too. Among the signal features of the plan is that it might easily be adapted to
the removal of the toll road.
For the first time in a long time, however, the city has been given a blueprint
for the Trinity that is worthy of serious discussion, and by professionals with
a proven track record of producing spaces of grandeur and vitality. It is time
to foster the political will and financial muscle to make a new vision for the
Trinity a reality.
“The windup to people doing the right thing in city after city is very slow,”
says Van Valkenburgh. “It’s a little bit like when you make popcorn on the
stove. You shake it and you shake it and you shake it. And then it’s like ping!
and the whole thing’s done in a minute and a half. I think Dallas is about to
pop.”
It is an appealing metaphor, but Dallasites must be sure that what they’re
getting isn’t just a lot more hot air.
Mark Lamster is the architecture critic of The Dallas Morning News and a professor in
the architecture school at the University of Texas at Arlington.
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MiltonFriedman

May 27, 2016

I wouldn't spend a plug nickel on a place like this that is only destined for crime.
Like
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Pop751

May 26, 2016

What? The city hasn't been serious during the preceding 20 years?!?! We've been duped!

Like

EZ123

Reply

May 25, 2016

The park has always been hostage to the downtown big money boys. And they want the roadway inside the
levees, damn it. After all, they bought up all the land outside when it was dirt cheap, and don't want to pass
on such a good deal. No matter what. And folks, that's Dallas.

Like

canada804

Reply

May 24, 2016

collecting lot 's of money in terms of Tolls and property taxes. wasting in this manner ? it's a big scam.

use this money to remove toll tax

or reduce the property tax. it's really helps all DFW people.
1

CitizenKane

Like

Reply

May 24, 2016

Fix the roads in East Dallas first.
1

AndyHowe

Like

Reply

May 23, 2016

If this plan does anything, it shows that Dallas bloviates while other cities (such as Arlington) take action.
1

GaryPerrone

Like

Reply

May 23, 2016

This is not a park for the people of Dallas. They won't go there in the summer. It's too hot. The renderings are
just more B.S. The city spends a lot of money on these models. As a Dallas homeowner and taxpayer I would
like my money to be used wisely. Moving rivers and trees and pouring tons of concrete in the flood plain is not
my idea of money wisely spent.
I would rather they spend some money sweeping the debris oﬀ the NEW Sylvan Avenue Bridge and repaving
the street from its south end to Fort Worth Avenue. Yup. That sounds like a good use for some money.
1

thomasntexas
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This is just a huge scam, meanwhile the rest of the city is falling apart and we can't pay oﬃcers comparable
salaries and lose them to our neighboring cities. You know a lot of political promises were made in backrooms
to some contractors, look at the tax payer money wasted already in planning, then replanning. Sickening,
hopefully with the hundreds of thousands of new Dallas residents some will register to vote and kick these
shady leaders we have now out of oﬃce for good. We need result driven leadership not the sketch we have
now.
2

Drover

Like

Reply

May 22, 2016

Still not what the voters voted for.
Like

Bill75252

Reply

May 22, 2016

For most of us who live in far north Dallas this looks like a giant boondoggle, a $250 million dollar park divided
by a tollroad. What Dallas really needs are distributed parks, not a central park. If you can even call it a park.
3

EricFoster

Like

Reply

May 22, 2016

The challenge here is to keep out the unwanted, the unkempt, and the unseemly while filling the park with
high disposable income people covered in Nike Swooshes and toting coolers full of expensive wines and
cheeses. How do you channel the undesirables over into Fair Park and free up this new space for The Right
People?
Why not cover the whole area in a concrete deck and build a massive version of Klyde Warren? That would
be ever so buﬀ and hip!
Like

shawnAH201

Reply

May 22, 2016

@EricFoster Man, your sets are always entertaining!!!! Can you tell me when you will perform your
greatest bits at the local hyena comedy club? /s
Like

Grapevine

Reply

May 21, 2016

That would give all the homeless a new place to sleep, hang out and litter.
Like

0.504462891977
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i posted this on twitter and am putting it up here, for the record.-mark lamster

a couple of points to make here. the plan presented is a concept, and a serious but imperfect one. 1.5 million
people can't design a park. now is the time for the public to respond to it. even van valkenburgh admits it
would be better without a toll road. there needs to be a plan for the financing of it; both for design, build, and
maintenance. there needs to be an authority that will oversee the project, one accountable to the public. we
need to know why it will be so much more expensive per acre than the buﬀalo bayou project. etc. but there
has been a manichean bent to the response that is not productive, that anything presented is inherently bad, a
sham. and there is a history that justifies that, to a real extent. but we've seen our whole political system
devolve into a polarization that values no civility, and it is a disaster. or, as yitzahk rabin put it, you don't make
peace with friends. mvva has presented an option with much to recommend it. it's time to strip out the parts
we don't like—the toll road—and figure out how to make the rest of it happen within the constraints of the real
world.
2

LarryBrautigam @LarryBrautigam

Like

Reply

21 May

from Twitter

@sgoldstein @dallasnews @marklamster unapproved, expensive, over engineered. Designed to be 'studied'
for years. Replant trees tkn from GTF.
Like

BillBetzen

Reply

May 21, 2016

It has been 9 years since a very misleading and confusing election. The waste of millions ($28 million to date)
trying to put a toll road in the Trinity Flood Plain must end. Please share if you agree we need to vote it down
for good! We need this park built before yet another generation grows up and leaves for college! Why the
delay?
Please share if you agree.
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Like

BiﬀLoeder

Reply

May 20, 2016

What a scam!
What a joke!

Put this thing on a 10-year moratorium.
The idiots and crooks have already spent all the money!!!
3

BillBetzen

Like

Reply

May 20, 2016

It is absolutely true that "a reinvented Trinity would be exponentially more consequential in the suturing of a
divided city." That is the power of a well designed, natural, park. But it will only be healing if there was NOT a
toll road in the Trinity Flood Plain to both destroy the power of the park and to keep us divided!
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1

KevinSloan

Like

Reply

May 20, 2016

I hope the inclusion of the Tollway isn't an indication that the amazing MVVA landscape design is another
"sailboats in the rendering" distraction to get Tollway built - if anyone recalls the original Trinity bond plan that
buﬀaloed the public with sailing regatta's on ponds.

BTW, The OMA proposal for The Connected City Challenge included a wide area traﬃc analysis of DFW that
was done by Mobility in Chain from Milan - possibly the pre-eminent traﬃc consultant in the world. Their
results? The Tollway isn't needed.
This was presented to an SRO crowd at the Horchow Auditorium and it received a standing ovation.
Afterward, the traﬃc study and a set of diagrams that demonstrated how to remove the highways from around
downtown was published in a Texas Architect article, "Traﬃc in Reverse Engineering."
If the Trinity was dedicated as a Wildfowl and Waterfowl Refuge, and developed toward that objective, it
would be illegal to put a Tollway in it. Until something like that is done, or an even better version of that idea,
the Tollway will be an ever-present threat to a park.

4

Fancy
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Like
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No road.
1

Tary_Arterburn

Like

Reply

May 20, 2016

With high respect for MVVA and the work of the Trinity Trust, we all applaud this eﬀort AND would actually like
to see the Park built in my lifetime.
Unfortunately, the entirety of the Dallas design community realizes the addition of the tollroad is something
other cities are spending millions to cover or remove and is a poor idea with no support publicly We do not
want TxDot involved in this project in any way. They are not trust worthy
Im sure the City's philanthropists would actually help build this.... And it would be a huge asset. Please move
forward with no roadway--a mistake that we should not make. No one benefits except the road builders.... It
will sever the asset from the city and downgrade the experience within the park significantly.
Tary Arterburn FASLA
Landscape Architect
Dallas Texas
10

Like

mike.macnaughton

Reply

May 20, 2016

Pretty pictures...again.
1

Mrs_Thrale

Like

Reply

May 20, 2016

Cost, evidently, is no object. I trust Mark Lamster's analysis enough to think this is likely to be a pretty good
plan. But I don't think the City of Dallas has a quarter-billion dollars burning a hole in its pocket. (And good
luck keeping to that estimate.) If Dallas wants this, rich people are going to have to dig deep. Calling all
billionaires! Come to the aid of your city.
Like

johnthedrunk

Reply

May 20, 2016

Why are we still pissing away money on more plans for a road?!? The reason Klyde Warren was such a
success is because it bridges the gap of two neighborhoods that were disconnected by a road. Why the hell
would we disconnect downtown again with yet another road?
10

AholaDesign_Anthony

Like

Reply

May 20, 2016

So, I'm curious...when Dallas has a sudden downpour, and people are in the park, how will the city make sure
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they will evacuate the premises in time? What about the homeless who may take up residency in it's many
nooks and crannies, who could easily get caught in a deluge? If there's a tollway, and the area is suddenly hit
with a heavy downpour, will traﬃc end up flooding as we have witnessed in Houston, when those drivers on
the freeway found themselves suddenly veering to the side of the freeway to get out? A major park in a flood
plain sounds like it's just asking for disaster. Perhaps it's better left as a nature preserve with a few trails that
could be easily monitored? How bout we name the tollway, Kennedy Memorial Parkway, or Kennedy
Memorial Park, or something that honors a president who died on our dirt? Might as well own our history than
sweep it under denial or shame. People still flock to the grassy knoll. Own it Dallas: it's time.
3

ericwmiller

Like

Reply

May 20, 2016

Better. No tollway?
Like

richard_schumacher

Reply

May 20, 2016

@ericwmiller Of course there's a tollway. It's in the double line of trees running left-right in the top
photo. Four lanes in the model, but the FHWA approved, and requires that it ultimately be, six.
Nothing says urban greenspace like an endless stream of semi-tractor trailers barrelling along side.
3

Drover

Like

Reply

May 20, 2016

Looks like a problem for the handicap, for thousands of parking spaces needed, and a 30 mph road, not a toll
road. Dallas approve $90 mm in the 90's, why not stay in the budget like Houston did.
Like

rakem

Reply

May 20, 2016

Yes to the Park! No to the toll road!

http://frontburner.dmagazine.com/2014/10/06/why-do-we-need-the-trinity-toll-road-heres-the-answerand-its-pretty-lame/?_ga=1.11928114.742612149.1448393679

8

rakem
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Like

Reply
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Yet another argument to drop the toll road.

http://www.dallasobserver.com/news/forget-that-toll-road-its-chinatown-jake-8310219
7

Like

JulieB

Reply

May 20, 2016

So looking at that last picture, does that mean giant drinks with paper umbrellas for all? It's Friday, and I could
get behind that. ;-)
3

PaulSims @PaulSims

Like

Reply

20 May

from Twitter

@marklamster The U.S. Corps of Engineers hasn't reviewed the design. This is fantasy.
5

marklamster @marklamster

Like

Reply

20 May

from Twitter

@PaulSims that's based on your expert opinion, as opposed to mvva and limnotech? mind that it
is a CONCEPT.
Like

PaulSims @PaulSims

Reply

20 May

from Twitter

@marklamster WAT?
Like

GoldwaterRepubl @caublelaw

Reply

20 May

from Twitter

@marklamster @PaulSims So it's the 3rd or 4th redesign that seems to include features
the corps won't approve and misrepresents the road?
3

PaulSims @PaulSims

Like

Reply

20 May

from Twitter

@GoldwaterRepubl @marklamster Exactly.
2

samtheaustinP1 @samtheaustinP1

from Twitter

Like

Reply

20 May

@christopherwynn @chrisvognar @marklamster Downtown doesn't have a grocery store but they're gonna
build this?
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1

LisaMerito

Like

Reply

May 20, 2016

@samtheaustinP1 YES. We voted for this over twenty year ago. City of Dallas helped a grocer
get set up downtown and it failed. WE THE VOTERS WANT THIS PARK.
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